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Chapter 1
in which
We meet the
peach girl
and Her
Metal Bird

Somewhere

between the 51st and 52nd
parallels—and not too far from the Flamsteed
House—you will find Legends & Leagues, Ltd., the
overstuffed offices of Mr. Azimuth Latitude and
Mr. Meridian Longitude.
In these offices one Tuesday morning, Mr.
Latitude and Mr. Longitude were admiring a lovely antique compass (made by the Chinese during
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the Song Dynasty) that Rose, their sister-in-law, had
given to them. It was in the shape of a turtle, and when
they rotated it, the needle at the tail would always point
North. While they were studying the wooden compass,
they heard a sudden pecking on the door.
“I thought you said our tutoring session with
young Sherlock had been canceled for today,” said
Mr. Latitude with surprise at their mystery visitor.
“I’m sure that it was,” replied Mr. Longitude as
he stepped up from his desk. “Sherlock told me that
he had to go visit his brother, Mycroft.”
When Mr. Longitude opened the door, in waddled a rotund bird that seemed to be made entirely
of metal. It whirred and clicked and clucked. It then
rotated its head forward and folded back its wings to
reveal gears and pistons—and a small girl.
“Good evening, Longitude-sensei and Latitudesensei,” said the girl. “Or should I say good morning?
In Japan sun is setting—Tokyo is nine hours ahead of
London.”
“They say the sun never sets on the British
Empire,” Mr. Longitude replied cordially. “And who,
may I ask, are you?”
“I am Momochan, from Okayama on Honshu
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island—near Koraku-en.”
“Ah, yes, Koraku-en . . . the ‘Garden-of-PleasureAfter’—one of the Three Great Gardens of Japan. Well,
welcome Momochan from Okayama, to Legends &
Leagues, Ltd.,” said the spindly Mr. Longitude with a
bow. “We provide geographic services for people who
need help knowing how to get from Here to There.”
“With the new and old maps we have in our
offices, we can go anywhere and anytime,” added
the stout Mr. Latitude. “Is there somewhere we could
help you go?”
“Do not want to go,” said Momochan, slightly
puzzled. “I come. Honorable wife of Latitude-sensei
always most helpful to my people in past, so I fly all
way to London in this meka-tori (that is, metal bird)
to see Longitude-sensei and Latitude-sensei. I come to
get help.”
“So you know my dearest Oceania?” exclaimed
Mr. Latitude. “How very splendid. Certainly, we will
be more than happy to help as well.”
“Yes, indeed,” agreed Mr. Longitude. “How can
we be of service?”
“You come with me to East,” said the little girl.
“You must stop nightmares.”
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Chapter 2
in which
We learn why
we must visit Asia
(But Without the
Metal Bird)

Nightmares? My dear little girl, I think you
must misunderstand our line of work,” gasped
Mr. Longitude. “Although maps do include imaginary
elements like axes, equators, parallels, and such—our
company is very much rooted in reality.”
“Why do you say nightmares are not real?”
asked Momochan. “Havoc from all people having
bad dreams and not having good sleep is very real.
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